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Abstract. This paper presents detailed steps and procedures for the design of a 4-pole, 0.75-hp, 1500-r.p.m.
surface-mounted permanent magnet brush-less DC (SPM-BLDC) motor. The motor has been fabricated at the
works of a local manufacturer. The parameters of the machine have been analytically evaluated and subsequently compared to the experimentally determined values. Its practical performance on load has been experimentally evaluated in the laboratory and veriﬁed against analytical predictions too. Low-cost M45 electrical
steel laminations, as used for commercial induction motors (IMs), have been used from considerations of cost
and availability. This also enables direct comparison of important parameters (e.g. torque density, power density
and efﬁciency) between the fabricated prototype and commercially available fractional-hp 3-phase and 1-phase
IMs of similar rating. This study is signiﬁcant since electrical motor manufacturers need not change their stator
stamping production line for BLDC motor vis-a-vis IM in case of mass production. Such an approach is hardly
reported in the available technical literature. Analytical methods adopted include both conventional hand calculations and ﬁnite-element analysis using commercially available software package(s). Excellent agreements
between analytical and experimental values uphold the correctness of the design process, precision of fabrication
and accuracy of experimental investigations.
Keywords. BLDC motor; surface-mounted PM; design; demagnetisation; FEM analysis; thermal analysis; d-,
q-axis inductance; Hall sensor; parameter estimation; load testing.

1. Introduction
Brush-less DC (BLDC) motor [1–4] has emerged as an
attractive alternative to traditional brushed DC motors and
induction motors (IMs) in various applications like home
appliances, automobiles and industrial variable speed drive
applications for reasons that are well known – the most
important ones being high energy density and absence of
brushed rotor contacts. BLDC motor is a special kind of
permanent magnet AC (PMAC) motor [5] having trapezoidal induced emf waveform with quasi-square phase
current waveform. It operates in self- synchronous mode
with proper inverter control, primarily in the 120° conduction mode, utilising appropriate PWM strategies [6]
with inherent need for rotor position information feedback
[7]. The different performance indices of the BLDC motor
like torque–speed, power–speed characteristics, efﬁciency,
torque ripple, etc. depend upon various factors such as rotor
geometry, magnet shape, magnet location in the rotor,
saturation status of different parts, etc. Based on rotor
construction, BLDC motors are broadly classiﬁed as (i)
*For correspondence

surface-mounted permanent magnet (SPM) motors and (ii)
interior permanent magnet (IPM) motors [3]. In case of an
SPM-BLDC (here onwards referred to as SPM motor),
permanent magnets (PMs) are placed on the rotor surface,
which causes equal d- and q-axis inductances (Ld ’ Lq )
whereas in case of an IPM-BLDC (here onwards referred to
as IPM motor) permanent magnets are buried inside rotor
iron and Ld \Lq . In [8], the author has presented an SPM
motor design for a water pump application. In another
work, Lee et al [9] have presented an outer rotor SPM
motor design for a bicycle application. Seol et al [10]
present the design of an IPM motor with low-resolution
Hall sensors for industrial applications.
From this literature survey, it is observed that there are
obvious challenges of rotor design using PMs. The design
needs to be optimised to have minimum volume of PMs
(for cost reduction), leading to reduced size and weight for
the completely fabricated machine. The design should also
ensure the protection of PMs against demagnetising effects
of armature reaction and temperature rise. Kim and Hur
[11] have presented the effect of irreversible demagnetisation of PM in BLDC motor due to inter-turn faults.
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Table 1. Nominal speciﬁcations of the BLDC motor [24].
Item
Rated output power (P 0 )
DC-link rated voltage (Vdc )
DC input rated current (Idc )
Rated line–line voltage (Vll )
Rated line current (Il )
Rated efﬁciency (g)
Phase
Rated r.p.m. (Nr )
Pole (2p)

Figure 1. Sectional view of the 4-pole, 0.75-hp SPM-BLDC
motor (stator OD ¼ 103 mm, ID ¼ 62:6 mm, 24 slots).

Figure 2. BLDC motor power converter conﬁguration.

Hence, proper ﬁeld design is a critical step in BLDC motor
design. Since the excitation is, in principle, that of a 3phase 120° conduction mode inverter feeding a 3-phase
armature, one can also resolve the currents (and voltages)
into fundamental and harmonic components, corresponding
to the proportionate fundamental content in the quasisquare waveform. The demagnetising component of the
fundamental armature current (d-axis current, Id1 ) is usually
set to zero for a BLDC motor operation under closed loop
(CL), which also requires position feedback [5, 12].
It is also found from a detailed survey that the majority of
the commercially available BLDC motors have a fractionalslot concentrated winding stator [13] with slot/pole/phase
(SPP) of 0.5. Different slot/pole combinations have been
used in such motors (e.g. 3-phase 6-slot/4-pole and 12-slot/8pole machines) [13]. One of the common problems associated with concentrated winding BLDC motor is a higher
cogging torque presence as reported in the literature [14–18].
Minimisation of cogging torque [14, 15] is thus another
important aspect of BLDC motor design. The cogging torque
content in case of concentric winding BLDC motors can be
reduced signiﬁcantly by increasing the rotor pole number
(e.g. 3-phase 24-slot/16-pole, q ¼ 0:5 [9]). However, with
the increase of rotor pole number, the frequency of the
induced emf, and consequently the core losses [3] in the

Value
0.75 hp
400 V
1.7 A
285 V
1.4 A
85%
3
1500 r.p.m.
4

motor iron, shall increase. This points to the need for use of
high-grade silicon steel lamination material with low core
loss (like M19, M13) for stator and rotor iron. Also, BLDC
motors with concentrated winding have higher slot leakage
inductance and winding self inductance than the distributed
windings, which affect the inverter utilisation factor at rated
speed [19, 20]. Concentrated winding BLDC motors (especially with higher slot opening in stator lamination) also have
a wider spectrum of higher order space harmonics in air-gap
ﬂux density distribution, which results in high eddy current
loss in the rare-earth PMs (NdFeB or SmCo) [21]. This may
even lead to thermal demagnetisation of PMs. Expensive
forced cooling techniques [22, 23] may be needed for
cooling of the PM motor to prevent such occurrences. On the
other hand PM motors with distributed winding have lesser
PM losses compared with frictional slot concentrated winding motors [21], apparently yielding higher efﬁciencies but
with larger size and weight when compared with their concentrated winding counterparts.
In this work, a detailed design of a 0.75-hp, 1500-r.p.m.,
400-V DC-link, 3-phase, 4-pole SPM-BLDC motor (as a
replacement of commercially available 3-phase or 1-phase
IMs [25, 26]) has been presented. The design pivots on the
use of low-cost commercially available electrical steel lamination (like M43 and M45), which is commonly used in IMs
having similar nominal ratings. This helps in direct comparison of some important parameters and performance
indices (e.g. torque density, power density and efﬁciency)
between the BLDC and the commercially available fractional-hp 3-phase and 1-phase IMs of similar ratings. Commercially speaking it may be more relevant to mention that
electrical motor manufacturers may not be ready to change
their existing stator stamping production line (mostly of IMs)
in favour of the BLDC motor, in case of mass production.
Against such a backdrop, the signiﬁcance of this design and
experimental study need not be over-emphasised. This is
claimed as a major contribution of the present exercise. It is
expected to affect the BLDC motor manufacturing scenario
in developing nations (e.g. India) signiﬁcantly.
A distributed winding structure for the armature (stator,
24 slot/4 pole, SPP q ¼ 2) has been adopted here with low
rotor pole number, as is usual with distributed winding
machines, to achieve high inverter utilisation factor at the
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base speed [20] and to reduce the effect of cogging torque
[18]. Additionally, the effect of cogging torque is further
minimised using skewing [27]. Stepped skewing [28, 29] of
rotor pole has been employed here. The rotor pole geometry
has been assembled together using multiple segmented PM
units (SmCo magnet used here), which (i) brings down the
cost of magnets and fabrication as also (ii) reduces eddy
losses in the PMs and hence prevents excessive heating of
PM [30]. Selection of magnetic material and design of
magnetic circuit has been done in an appropriate manner so
that the designed BLDC motor can withstand effects of
demagnetising armature (reaction) mmf even on overload
and can prevent the irreversible demagnetisation of the PM.
Design measures also have been taken to minimise the eddy
current losses due to local hysteresis loops in the magnet.
Thermal studies of the designed motor have been performed to verify that the temperature rise of PMs is well
within permissible limits.
The designed machine has thereafter been analysed using
ﬁnite-element analysis (FEM) tools (ANSYS-MAXWELL).
The machine has been fabricated, using imported PMs, at the
works of a local machines manufacturer. The fabricated
machine has been coupled to a DC generator, which acts as
the load. The machine parameters have been evaluated
through direct tests and compared to analytically calculated,
as also FEM simulation-based, values. They have been found
to be in very good mutual agreement. Moreover, the
designed dimensions and speciﬁcations and performances of
the fabricated BLDC motor have been compared (by FEM
analysis) against those of a commercially available 3-phase
and a 1-phase IM of same nominal ratings. This exercise has
also brought out the role of the yoke depth of an existing IM
stator stamping when the same is utilised in a BLDC motor,
which of course has direct effect on the ﬁnished machine
outer dimensions and hence size. This may be considered as
another highlight of this work.
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an IM of similar rating since the stator laminations are of
same dimensions. Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional view
of the designed 0.75-hp BLDC motor and ﬁgure 2 shows
the power converter conﬁguration used to run the motor.

2.1 Selection of main dimensions
Keeping in mind that the BLDC motor is effectively a
PMAC motor auto-synchronised to rotor rotational frequency, the design is done like that of a synchronous motor
by considering only the fundamental component of current
and voltage of the 3-phase BLDC motor [31]. Taking P o ¼
0:75 hp or 560 W, g ¼ 85% and fundamental power factor
ðcos/1 Þ ¼ 0:95, we get

2. BLDC motor design
The steps followed for BLDC motor design are along the
conventional lines as adopted for polyphase synchronous
machine design following classical machine design literature [31, 32]. However, the usual wound ﬁeld design has
been replaced by PM-rotor design [2, 3] with appropriate
modiﬁcations. The detailed ratings of the BLDC motor of
interest are given in table 1. As already mentioned, the
design was started with an available stator lamination (of an
IM of comparable power rating [25, 26]). This was done
primarily to reduce the tooling cost and time taken for
fabrication. The other objective was to calibrate the
designed BLDC motor performance against existing commercial standards. The dimensions of the available lamination used in the design and other relevant calculations are
given in table 2. This may help in comparing the dimensions of the designed and fabricated BLDC motor vis-a-vis

Figure 3. Ideal line–line induced emf (eRY ), induced emf per
phase (eR ) and phase current (iR ) waveforms for a BLDC motor
[1, 5].

Table 2. Stator lamination details.
Item
Stator OD (Dos )
Stator ID (Dis )
No. of slots (S)
Type of slots
Tooth height
Tooth width
Slot area
Yoke depth
Lamination material

Value
103 mm
62.6 mm
24
Parallel
11 mm
4.8 mm
55 mm2
9.2 mm
M45
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Figure 4. Winding layout of R phase of the 24-slot/4-pole (q ¼ 2) BLDC motor.

Sin ¼

Po
¼ 700 VA:
cos /1  g

2.2 Winding design

We know that the input volt-amperes [31]
Sin ¼ Co D2 Lns

ð1Þ

where
Co ¼ 11acBav kw :
2
r
Here, ns ¼ ðN
60 Þ ¼ 25 r.p.s., Bav ¼ 0:65 Wb=m , ac ¼
11 kA/m and the winding factor kw ¼ 0:95. Substituting
these values in (1), we get D2 L ¼ 378435 mm3 .
Taking D ¼ 60:6 mm, identical to the bore diameter of
available 3-phase IM of similar power rating and choosing
the ratio ðL
D Þ ¼ 1:6 as in [31], the value of L is found as
103 mm. Taking a stacking factor kst of 0.97, we get
effective iron length of rotor/stator Li ¼ kst L ¼ 100 mm.
Table 3 shows some details of the 0.75-hp BLDC motor.

Table 3. Design related details of 0.75-hp, 1500-r.p.m. BLDC
motor.
Item
Stack length (L)
Bore dia (D)
Connection
Pole (2p)
Rated frequency (f)
Phase
Air-gap length (lg )
Type
Sp. electrical loading (ac) (modiﬁed)
Sp. magnetic loading (Bavg ) (modiﬁed)

Value
103 mm
60.6 mm
Y
4
50 Hz
3
1 mm
Surface PM
11540 A/m
0.65 T

In a BLDC motor, usually, a 3-phase star connected stator
is operated in 120° conduction mode by means of a 3-phase
inverter, i.e. at any moment any two phases of the motor get
excited [1, 3, 7, 33] with position feedback control of frequency. The DC-link voltage of the inverter (as shown in
ﬁgure 2) Vdc ¼ 400 V. Assuming a voltage drop of around
10% (a little high because of higher phase resistance and
phase inductances at lower power levels), Eb ¼ ðVdc 
0:1V dc Þ ¼ 360 V and the voltage drop in each phase
dc
Dvph ¼ 0:1V
2 ¼ 20 V. The ideal line–line induced emf eL of
the BLDC motor is trapezoidal in nature as shown in
ﬁgure 3.
The fundamental component of eL can be obtained using
Fourier analysis. Considering quarter wave symmetry for
the waveform shown in ﬁgure 3, we obtain
a0 ¼0
a1 ¼0
4
b1 ¼
p

"Z

p
3

0

3Eb
h sin hdh þ
p

Z

#

p
2
p
3

Eb sinhdh
ð2Þ

¼1:07Eb
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c1 ¼ a21 þ b21 ¼ 1:07Eb
a1
\c1 ¼ tan1 ¼ 0o
b1

where all symbols have their usual meaning. Using (2), the
peak value of fundamental of the line–line induced emf
ec
L1 ¼ c1 ¼ 1:07  360 ¼ 385 V. Thus the rms value of the
eb
L1
ﬃﬃ ¼ 272 V,
fundamental line–line induced emf EL1 ¼ p
2

while the rms value of the fundamental phase induced emf
Eph1 ¼ EpL1ﬃﬃ3 ¼ 157 V.
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2.2.1 Winding factor The winding factor can be
expressed as, kw ¼ kp kd ksk [31]. A full-pitched doublelayer distributed winding has been adopted here. The SPM
rotor has been fabricated with skew of the half stator-slot
angle (c). For ease of calculation, the effect of rotor skew
[15] is equivalently transferred to the stator obviously
without any loss of accuracy or generality.
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and /p1 , average ﬂux/pole corresponding to fundamental
ﬂux density ¼ sp LBav1 ¼ 2:658 mWb. Figure 5 shows the
ideal air-gap ﬂux density distribution under a pole pair.
Using (6), we get the value of number of turns per phase,
Nph ¼ 282, conductors/phase, Zph ¼ 2Nph ¼ 564 and slot/
phase, Sph ¼ S=3 ¼ 8 (from table 2). Thus, conductors/slot,
Z
Zs ¼ Sphph ¼ 70:5 ’ 70 nos. Here, the winding of BLDC
motor has a full-pitch double-layer conﬁguration so that the
conductors/layer 70
2 ¼ 35. Hence, the modiﬁed value of
turns/phase, Nph ¼ 280. Figure 6 shows the plots of
induced emf per phase (200-V peak) and ﬂux linkage per
phase at no-load for rated speed as obtained using FEM
software packages.

Table 4. Winding details.
Figure 5. Air-gap ﬂux density, Bg distribution under a pole pair
as obtained from simulation (ANSYS-RMxprt).
24
Here, q ¼ 43
¼ 2, phase spread r ¼ 60o , slot pitch
24
ss ¼ pD
S ¼ 8:177 mm, coil pitch sc ¼ pole pitch, sp ¼ 4 ¼ 6
360o mech
o
slot ¼ 49:063 mm ¼ 4
or 90 mech, skew-angle
cp
0:5p
o
hsk ¼ sp ¼ 6 ¼ 15 e and short-chording angle hch ¼ 0 rad.

We know that, for the nth harmonic, distribution factor kdn ,
skew factor kskn and pitch factor kpn are given by [31]
kdn ¼

sinðnr=2Þ
q  sinðnr=2qÞ

sinðnc=sp  p=2Þ
kskn ¼
ðnc=sp  p=2Þ
kpn ¼ cos

nhch
2

ð3Þ
ð4Þ

Item

Value

Coil pitch (sc )
Slots/pole/phase (q)
Conductor per slot (Zs )
Cu-ﬁll factor (kcu )
Rated phase current (I ph )
Conductor crosssection area (ac )
No. of strands
No. of layers
Turns per phase (Nph )
No. of coils per phase (nc )
No. of turns
per coil (Nt )
Rotor skew (c)
Connection
Fundamental winding factor (kw1 )

6 slots
2
70
30%
1.4 A
(SWG 24)
0:245 mm2
1.0
2
280
8
35
1/2 slot angle
Star (Y)
0.943

ð5Þ

where all symbols have their usual meanings. Using (3)–
(5), we get that for the fundamental (n ¼ 1) component
kp1 ¼ 1, kd1 ¼ 0:966 and ksk1 ¼ 0:997, giving us fundamental-winding factor kw1 ¼ 0:943. Figure 4 shows the
winding layout for R phase. In this ﬁgure, numbers 1, 2, 7,
8 represent the slot numbers of the stator and, as per convention, the solid lines correspond to top coil
side(s) whereas dotted lines represent the bottom coil
side(s) in a slot for the double-layer winding.

2.2.2 Selection of turns per phase, Nph We know that the
fundamental induced emf(rms) per phase is given by [31]
p
Eph1 ¼ 2pf /p1 Nph kw1
ð6Þ
r ð2pÞ
Here, Eph1 ¼ 157 V, f ¼ N120
¼ 50 Hz and kw1 ¼ 0:943.
Assuming that the air-gap ﬂux density has a square wave
pattern, the average value of the fundamental ﬂux density is
found as Bav1 ¼ ð8=p2 ÞBav ¼ 0:81  0:65 ¼ 0:526 Wb=m2

2.2.3 Selection of wire gauge For this BLDC motor
P o ¼ 560 W. Hence, the input power P in ¼ Pgo ¼ 660 W
and Vdc ¼ 400 V. Hence, Idc ¼ 660=400 ’ 1:7 A. As the
converter operates in 120° conduction mode [7, 33],
qﬃﬃ
Iph ¼ 23Idc ¼ 1:4 A. The ideal phase current wave-shape
in a BLDC motor is shown in ﬁgure 3. As the winding is a
double-layered full-pitched one, kcu should be within 0.4.
Here, slot area As ¼ 55 mm2 . In this case, the available
copper area in a slot, kcu As ¼ 22 mm2 . Since there is only
one path (a ¼ 1) for current ﬂow per phase, the conductor
current Ic ¼ Iph ¼ 1:4 A. Hence, the minimum required
current density Jmin ¼ kIcuc ZAss ¼ 4:4 A=mm2 . Now, assuming
current density J ¼ 6A=mm2 for natural air cooling, we get
I
conductor area ac ¼ Jph ¼ 0:23 mm2 . Diameter of conductor
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dc ¼ 4apc ¼ 0:54 mm. We select dc ¼ 0:55 mm (SWG 24).
Hence,

modiﬁed

kcu ¼ 0:3

and

modiﬁed
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PC ¼ 

Figure 6. Induced emf for R phase(eR ) and ﬂux linkage for R
phase (wR ) of the designed BLDC at 1500 r.p.m. obtained through
FEM analysis at steady state.

Zs S
ac ¼ IcpD
¼ 11540 A/m. The winding details of the BLDC
motor are given in table 4 and the fabricated stator
prototype is shown in ﬁgure 35(a).

2.3 Selection of air gap
The minimum required air-gap clearance l=g for a PM
machine can be found [34] from
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð7Þ
l=g ¼ 0:3ð0:8 þ 9 DLÞ  103

Bm
1 Ag lm
¼
l0 Hm flkg Am lg

ð8Þ

where all the symbols have there usual meanings. Here, the
relevant ﬂux ﬂow area in the air gap (Ag ) is equal to magnet
surface area (Am ), i.e. Am ’ Ag [3]. From ﬁgure 8, it can be
observed that the clearance between two consecutive rotor
poles (N and S) is 4.5 mm whereas lg is 1 mm. As ﬂux lines
follow the minimum reluctance path, the leakage ﬂux
between two consecutive rotor poles is thus assumed to be
negligible. This can be also observed from the no-load ﬂux
lines plot (as shown in ﬁgure 11). Hence, leakage ﬂux of
the magnet can be neglected for this SPM-motor and
magnet ﬂux leakage coefﬁcient (flkg ’ 1) [3].
Here, initially PC is chosen as 3. Using (8), the magnet
thickness of each magnet pole lm is obtained as 3 mm. From
ﬁgure 10, we choose the demagnetisation B  H curve of
Sm2 Co17 (grade S28) corresponding to 100 o C (assuming
ambient temperature of 40–45 o C in Indian conditions and
maximum temperature rise inside the motor as 50–55 o C).
At this temperature, the PM has a coercivity Hc of 10 kOe
or –796 kA/m and remanence ﬂux density Br of 11 kG or
1.1 T (ﬁgure 11).
The no-load operating point of the magnet (Bm0 , Hm0 ), as
shown in ﬁgure 9, can be expressed as [2, 3]

where symbols have their usual connotation. Using the
values given in tables 3 and 7, the l=g value for this motor is
0.5 mm. Allowing 0.5 mm for sleeve thickness (provided
additionally as compulsory mechanical support for securing
the SPMs on the rotor surface) for PM rotor and thickness
of the adhesive etc., effective air-gap length
lg ¼ l=g þ 0:5 mm ¼ 1 mm.

2.4 Determination of magnet size
Arc-shaped Samarium-Cobalt (Sm2 Co17 grade-S28) magnets
are used here as shown in ﬁgure 7, where we see that the pole
o
polearcðsm Þ
m
¼ 81
embrace rem ¼ polepitchðs
90o m ¼ 0:9. The cross-sectional
pÞ
view of the 4-pole SPM rotor is shown in ﬁgure 8.
Now, the chosen Bav ¼ 0:65 T. Hence, air-gap ﬂux density along polar axis (d-axis) BgðdÞ ¼ Bremav ¼ 0:73 T. Applying
Ampere’s circuital law, the mmf to be provided by the
magnet is Hm lm ¼ Hg lg þ Hst lst þ Hsc Lsc þ Hrc Lrc . Here,
the subscripts ‘g’, ‘st’, ‘sc’ and ‘rc’ represent air gap, stator
tooth, stator core and rotor core, respectively.
The nominal rated operating point (Bm ; Hm ) [2, 3, 7] of
PM lies in the second quadrant of the B-H curve (as shown
in ﬁgure 9). From the literature [2, 3, 35] we know that the
PC of a magnet in BLDC motor is given by

Figure 7. Dimensioned sketch of permanent magnet for rotor
(front view).
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:Br ;
lrm þ PC

ð9Þ

Br  Bm0
:
lrm l0

ð10Þ

Hm0 ¼

In (9) and (10), lrm ,lBrHc represents the relative perme0
ability of the magnet.
The load line in ﬁgure 10, passing through the origin,
intersects the demagnetisation B-H curve at a point, which
is the no-load operating point: this corresponds to (Bmo ,
Hmo )  (8.3 kG, 2:3 kOe) or (0.83 T, 183 kA/m). The
slope of the load line [7, 35] for this magnetic circuit is
Bmo
6
H/m. The total mmf required in a comHmo ¼ 4:2  10
plete path of the magnetic circuit of the machine (for a
complete pole pair) is to be provided by the magnets, i.e.
Fext ¼ Hg ð2lg Þ þ Hst lst þ Hsc lsc þ Hrc lrc ¼ H mo ð2lm Þ. Now
2B
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unsaturated condition) of the magnetic circuit
Fi ¼ Hst Lst þ Hsc lsc þ Hrc lrc ¼ 52:14 AT, which is very
small (5%) with respect to mmf drop in air gap. Hence, the
total mmf drop in a complete path of the magnetic circuit is
Fext ¼ Fg þ Fi ¼ 1094 AT.
Now, the net magnet thickness in the magnetic circuit is
2ðlm Þ ¼ HFext
 6 mm. In this case, magnet thickness of each
mo
pole lm ¼ 3 mm. From ﬁgure 10 we get the relative permeability of Sm2 Co17 magnet as lrm ¼ llm ¼ lBHr c ¼ 1:05
0

0

where lo ¼ 4p  107 H/m. The safest maximum demagnetisation mmf per pole permissible along the d-axis,
keeping margin for armature reaction ampere-turns at 100
o
C
(as
shown
in
ﬁgure 10),
is
F dmag ¼
Hd lm ¼ ð0:7Hc  Hm0 Þlm ¼ 1120 AT. It is assumed
that even under worst operating conditions the magnet
operating point will shift to 70% of the coercivity value,

l

the total mmf drop in the air-gap Fg ¼ Hg ð2lg Þ ¼ lgðdÞ g ¼
0
1042 AT and the total mmf drop in iron parts (under

Figure 8. Cross-sectional view of the 4-pole SPM rotor.

Figure 9. Demagnetisation B  H characteristic of rare-earth
permanent magnet.

Figure 10. Demagnetisation B  H curve (marked as green line)
of Sm2 Co17 (grade S28) magnet corresponding to 100 o C
temperature (1 kOe ¼ 79:6 kA/m and 1 kG ¼ 0:1 T) [36].

Figure 11. Plot from 2D FEM analysis: ﬂux line plot of 4-pole
SPM-BLDC motor in no-load condition.
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still leaving out some more margin and can therefore be
considered to be safe.
Figure 12 presents the simpliﬁed magnetic equivalent
circuit per pole of the BLDC motor. In ﬁgure 12, Rm , Rg ,
Rsi and Rri are, respectively, the reluctances of the magnet,
the air gap, the stator iron and the rotor iron parts over a
complete ﬂux path of pole pair of a PM motor and Fd is the
equivalent d-axis demagnetising mmf per pole developed
due to armature reaction effects.
The demagnetising mmf caused by the d-axis current (Id )
per pole can be represented as [37]
pﬃﬃﬃ
3 2
ð11Þ
Fd ¼
kw1 qNt Id :
p
Using (11) and the data provided in table 4 it is found that the
possible maximum demagnetisation ATs developed per pole
due to rated armature current (Ia ¼ Iph ¼ Id ¼ 1:4 A) for
the BLDC motor is 125 AT, which is well within the permissible limits (1120 AT). Magnet operating points and
other details of the PM-rotor pole are enlisted in table 5.
Figure 13 shows the 2D FEM spatial plot of air-gap ﬂux
density over a pole pitch. The ripple in the air-gap ﬂux
density waveform is due to slotting effects. In this motor,
the number of stator slots over a pole pitch is equal to 6.
Hence, we ﬁnd 6 numbers of dips in air-gap ﬂux density
plot in ﬁgure 13. Figure 14 shows the spatial ﬂux density
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distribution plot of the BLDC motor as obtained from 2D
FEM analysis at rated load with a maximum value close to
1.9 T (within the permissible 2 T) in a particular zone,
which will shift its location as the PM rotor rotates.

2.4.1 Demagnetisation
analysis
of
PM
rotor Demagnetisation study [38–43] of a BLDC motor
is an important aspect of a PM-rotor design. A BLDC
motor may suffer from different types of short circuit fault
like inter-turn phase to phase or phase to ground fault,
shorting of inverter DC bus or DC-link condenser and also
overloading due to misaligned position sensors [39].
The phase current of any AC poly-phase motor can be
decoupled into two components like d-axis and q-axis components. Here the negative d-axis component of armature
current under faulty conditions creates demagnetising mmf,
which causes demagnetisation of PM [40]. In healthy condition, the negative d-axis current component for fundamental
of armature current (Id1 ) is usually set to zero.
Now, improper design of PM rotor may result in irreversible demagnetisation of PM [41–43] under faulty conditions as illustrated in ﬁgure 15. During such faults the
relevant B-H curve of PM shall be one that holds for higher
temperatures (marked as T2 as shown in ﬁgure 15), where
the new load line under fault condition (PC2) cuts the B-H
curve at point ‘o’, which is below the knee point (Bk ; Hk ) of
the magnet B-H curve. In this situation, even after removal
of fault condition the magnet recoil line will settle at lower
remanence value B=r (T2) that is lower that the desired value
Br (T2). This indicates irreversible demagnetisation of PM.
During magnet design this aspect should be taken care of
such that even under faulted condition, magnet operating point
remains above the knee point to avoid irreversible demagnetisation and should be validated using FEM analysis.
In case of a BLDC motor, the situation of demagnetisation can be created by phase advancing technique [5] to

Figure 12. Simpliﬁed equivalent magnetic circuit over a pole
pair of the BLDC motor.

Figure 13. Plot from 2D FEM simulation: ﬂux density variation
in air gap under a pole pitch (Bmax ¼ 0:85 T).

Figure 14. Plot from 2D FEM analysis: ﬂux density B of BLDC
motor at no load with rated speed (1500 r.p.m.).
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Table 5. Magnet operating points and other details for the BLDC
motor.
Item

SPM-BLDC

Magnet material
Sm2 Co17 (grade-28)
Remanence Br @ 100 o C
11 kG or 1.1 T
Coercivity Hc @ 100 o C
10 kOe or 796 kA/m
Relative permeability of magnet
1.05
(lre ¼ lB0rHc Þ
81o
Pole arc sp
Magnet thickness lm
3 mm
Air-gap length lg
1 mm
Air-gap area/pole Ag
(42:8  103) mm2
Magnet area/pole Am
(42:8  103) mm2
Permeance coefﬁcient (PC)
3
No-load operating ﬂux density of magnet 0.82 T
Bm0
183 kA/m
No-load operating ﬁeld intensity Hm0
Pole arc to pole pitch ratio
0.9
Volume of the magnet/pole Vm
12580 mm3
Total volume of the magnet
50320 mm3
Effective air-gap volume per pole Vg
4:717  103 mm3
Leakage ﬂux of magnet flkg
1
Reluctance of magnet/pole Rm
4:872  105 AT/wb
Reluctance of air gap/pole Rg
1:624  105 AT/wb
Maximum allowable-demagnetising AT/pole1120 AT
FdðmaxÞ
125 AT
Rated demagnetising AT/pole FdðratedÞ
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component of phase current is along negative d-axis
(Iph1 ¼ Id1 ) and corresponding demagnetising ﬂux linkage (Ld Id1 ) is in phase opposition to fundamental magnet
ﬂux linkage (wpm1 ) as shown in ﬁgure 17, which clearly
shows that the maximum possible demagnetisation can be
created with a particular phase current.
The demagnetisation study of the BLDC motor is performed using FEM analysis with 3 times of the rated current and full demagnetised armature mmf (i.e. with 90o
phase advanced current). This is found to create a condition
that still leaves some margin before irreversible/catastrophic demagnetisation set in. Such a condition is simulated to ﬁnd the limit to which the load current might be
allowed to swing and still prevent the occurrence of irreversible demagnetisation during fault.
Figure 18 shows the line–neutral voltage and 3 times the
rated phase current waveform (90o leading with respect to
voltage in the steady state). This large current leads to large
di
) voltages (notches in the waveforms) at motor terminal
(L dt

Figure 16. Ideal induced emf per phase (eR ) and phase current
(iR ) waveforms at 90o phase advancing angle [5] with their
corresponding fundamental components (eR1 and iR1 , respectively)
for a BLDC motor.

Figure 15. Demagnetisation B  H characteristic of permanent
magnet under fault condition explaining irreversible demagnetisation [41, 43].

perform FEM analysis where phase current leads the
induced emf. The maximum amount of demagnetising
armature mmf is created when the phase advancing angle is
90o as shown in ﬁgure 16 such that the fundamental component of phase current (iph1 ) leads the fundamental
induced emf (eph1 ) by 90o . In this situation the fundamental

Figure 17. Phasor diagram of fundamental phase voltage (vph1 )
and fundamental armature current per phase (iph1 ) of the SPMBLDC motor with fully demagnetised armature mmf for FEM
analysis.
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(L–N) during each commutation of phase current waveform
(iph ). These voltage notches can be separately dealt with in
the power converter and this is outside the scope of the
present work.
Figures 19 and 20 show the spatial B-plots and H-plot from
FEM analysis, respectively, in this demagnetised condition with
phase current (4.2 A rms) having quasi-square waveform. It is
observed from these FEM spatial plots that the magnet B value
is 0.55 T and H value is 340 kA/m. A similar type of result is also
obtained with demagnetising sinusoidal excitation in 3 times
overload condition. From ﬁgure 10, it is also observed that the
knee point (Bk , Hk ) @ 200 o C ¼ (2.9 kG, 7 kOe) or (0.29 T, 556

Sådhanå (2020)45:247
kA/m) and (Bk , Hk ) @ 300 o C ¼ (4.5 kG, 5 kOe) or (0.45 T, 398
kA/m). Hence, the magnet ﬁeld intensity H value is always less
that the knee point H value (Hk ) even with completely
demagnetising armature mmf and 3 times overload. This ensures
that irreversible demagnetisation will not occur even with
increase of magnet temperature under fault condition.
Additionally, magnet ﬂux density (B) and ﬁeld intensity
(H) values are enlisted in tables 6 and 7 for constant torque
and maximum ﬁeld weakening region (demagnetising) for
different values of current excitation as obtained from FEM
analysis. Table 6 presents operating B, H values obtained with
quasi-square current excitations, whereas the corresponding
values obtained with an excitation that represents the fundamental sinusoid of the quasi-square (fundamental Fourier
component) are given in table 7. A scrutiny of the values
reveals that they are strikingly close when calculated using
completely different approaches. This establishes that the
demagnetisation aspect of a BLDC motor can be analysed as a
sinusoidally excited 3-phase machine with the magnitude of
the sinusoid corresponding to the fundamental of the true
quasi-square current that is actually fed. The results thus

Figure 18. Waveform from 2D FEM analysis: motor terminal
(L–N) voltage and 3 times the rated phase (4.2 A rms) current
leading the voltage by 90o at 1500 r.p.m. (for demagnetisation
analysis in FEM platform).

Figure 20. Plot from 2D FEM analysis: ﬁeld intensity plot
(H) with fully demagnetised armature reaction and 3 times
overload at rated speed (1500 r.p.m.).
Table 6. Magnet ﬂux density (B) and ﬁeld intensity (H) values in
different operating regions (constant torque and ﬁeld weakening)
with quasi-square current excitation from FEM simulation.
B (T), H (kA/m)

Quasi-square current excitation Iph

Figure 19. Plot from 2D FEM analysis: ﬂux density B of BLDC
motor at rated speed (1500 r.p.m.) with fully demagnetised
armature mmf produced by 3 times of rated current.

1 p.u.
1.5 p.u.
2 p.u.
2.5 p.u.
3 p.u.

Field
weakening
(Iph1 ¼ Id1 )
0.72
0.68
0.64
0.59
0.55

250
270
290
310
340

Constant
torque
(Iph1 ¼ Iq1 )
0.8
0.79
0.78
0.77
0.76

185
190
195
200
205
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validate the basic premise of this paper. From both tables it is
also observed that the H value is mostly constant in constant
torque region whereas in ﬁeld weakening region, it gradually
increases and ﬂux-density (B) values are much higher sided in
constant torque region as compared with ﬁeld weakening
region.

harmonic and has some not an insigniﬁcant amount 5th and
11th harmonic components.
Figure 23 shows the plots for R, Y and B phase induced
emfs at the rated speed. They are seen to be balanced in
nature. The % FFT of phase induced emf is given in ﬁgure 24.
The harmonic components of the phase induced emf eph are
close to the ideal ﬂat top back-emf as shown in ﬁgure 3.

2.5 Analysis of phase induced emf and comparison
with ideal BLDC motor

2.5.1 Analytical determination of emf constant
KeðphÞ The air-gap ﬂux density Bg waveform is periodic

In case of a BLDC motor (like conventional concentrated coil
BLDC motor) the phase induced emf is ﬂat topped as shown
in ﬁgure 3. A full-pitched double-layer distributed winding
structure has been used here and additionally, the SPP (q)
value chosen is 2 here. This maximises kwn (as shown in
ﬁgure 21) for 3rd and 5th harmonic components in the induced
emf eph . Also, the pole embrace of the rotor pole is chosen as
large as possible (0.9 here, i.e. 81o mech for the 4-pole rotor as
shown in ﬁgures 7 and 8) such that no-load air-gap ﬂux
density contains predominant 3rd , 5th and 7th harmonic
components. Finally, as skewing of SPM-rotor pole has been
done, 4.5 mm (i.e. 9o mech) mechanical clearance has been
provided between two consecutive rotor poles (N and S) to
facilitate rotor skewing process (as shown in ﬁgures 8 and
35(d)). All these ensure a ﬂat topped back emf.
Figure 22 shows the FFT (in %) of no-load air-gap ﬂux
density Bg as shown in ﬁgure 13, which is rich in 3rd

and symmetric about the peak but non-sinusoidal (odd
harmonics only). Hence, it can be assumed to be of the
form Bg ¼ Bg1 sin h þ Bg3 sin 3h þ Bg5 sin 5h þ Bg7
sin 7h þ    þ Bgn sin nh. Due to odd symmetry in ﬂux
density waveform (as shown in ﬁgure 5), only odd
harmonic components should be present. For square ﬂux
density distribution with maximum ﬂux density BgðmaxÞ , the
nth harmonic coefﬁcient Bgn ¼ 1n p4 BgðmaxÞ .
Now the ratio of the fundamental phase emf to its nth
harmonic component [31] is

Table 7. Magnet ﬂux density (B) and ﬁeld intensity (H) values in
different operating regions with sinusoidal current excitation same
as that of the fundamental quasi-square current.
B (T), H (kA/m)
Sinusoidal current
excitation Iph
1 p.u.
1.5 p.u.
2 p.u.
2.5 p.u.
3 p.u.

Field weakening
(Iph ¼ Id )
0.73
0.69
0.65
0.6
0.56

245
265
285
305
330

Constant torque
(Iph ¼ Iq )
0.81
0.8
0.79
0.78
0.77

180
185
190
195
200

Figure 21. Winding factor (kwn ) vs harmonic order (n) plot of the
designed BLDC motor.

Figure 22. FFT (in %) of no-load air-gap ﬂux density (Bg ) of the
designed BLDC motor.

Figure 23. Induced emf of the 3 phases (eR , eY and eB ) of the
designed BLDC at 1500 r.p.m. obtained from FEM analysis (rms:
164 V, peak: 200 V) at steady state.
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Figure 24. Comparative FFT (in %) of ideal phase induced emf
(as shown in ﬁgure 3) and practical phase induced emf (as shown
in ﬁgure 23).

3
Lq ¼Ll þ ðL1  L2 Þ;
2

ð14Þ

L1 ¼

2 2
N ðKd þ Kq Þ;
p2 1

ð15Þ

L2 ¼

2 2
N ðKd  Kq Þ:
p2 1

ð16Þ

Here, Ll are leakage inductances, while Kd and Kq are the
d- and q-axis permeances, respectively.
For surface-mounted BLDC with full arc magnets the dand q-axis permeances are equal (Kd ¼ Kq ). N1 is the
effective number of turns of the equivalent notional concentrated coils producing same fundamental mmf pattern as
that for the distributed winding. Hence, using (13)–(16) it is
N2

Ephn kwn Bgn kpn kdn kskn Bgn
kpn kdn kskn
¼
¼
¼
:
Eph1 kw1 Bg1 kp1 kd1 ksk1 Bg1 nkp1 kd1 ksk1

ð12Þ

Using (3)–(5) and (12) the nth harmonic component of
induced emf per phase is evaluated for each value of n and
the values are shown in table 8.
Using the data provided in table 8, we obtain
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 þ E2 þ E 2 ¼ 160 V
Eph ¼ Eph1
ph3
ph5
From FEM analysis (as shown in ﬁgure 23) the rms of Eph
is around 164 V, demonstrating a good agreement between
conventional calculations and values calculated using
standard FEM software package. Now, the emf constant
E
KeðphÞ ¼ Nphr 1000 ¼ 106 V per 1000 r.p.m.

Table 8. Harmonic analysis of phase induced emf (for nth harmonic order)
n
1
3
5
7
9
11

kdn
0.966
0.7071
0.259
0.259
0.707
0.966

kskn
0.997
0.9745
0.93
0.866
0.784
0.689

kpn
1
1
1
1
1
1

E

ðEphn
)%
ph1
100.00
23.85
5.00
3.32
6.40
6.28

found
that
L1 ¼ p42 N12 Kd ¼ p42 Rd1 ,
L2 ¼ 0
and
3
Ld ¼ Lq ¼ Ll þ 2 L1 . As the relative permeability of rareearth magnet is very close to that of air (lrm ’ 1), effective
ðl þl Þ
gap reluctance Rg þ Rm ¼ lg Apm ¼ 649612 AT/Wb. In this
0

2
i
case, Ap is area under a pole ¼ pDL
2p ¼ 4900 mm , lg ¼
1 mm and lm ¼ 3 mm.
The net reluctance of the stator teeth, the stator yoke and
the
rotor
core
is
given
by
Ri ¼ Rst þ Rsc þ Rrc ’ 5000 AT/Wb. Therefore, the total
reluctance of the ﬂux path along d-axis (Rd ) is given by
Rd ¼ 2ðRg þ Rm Þ þ Ri ¼ 1304224 AT/Wb. Now, N1 ¼
2Z ¼ 274 where Z is number of conductor/electrical-rad of
SZs
the distributed winding ¼ pð2pÞ
¼ 137 [44]. Hence, we get
L1 ¼ 23 mH. The total leakage inductance Ll ¼ 9:5 mH,
giving us Ld ¼ Lq ¼ 44 mH, yielding Xd1 ¼ Xq1 ¼ 14 X at
rated fundamental frequency (50 Hz). Hence the per unit dI X
I X
axis reactance xd1ðp:u:Þ ¼ phVphd1  phEphd1 ¼ 0:12, which is all
right for such a small rating motor.

Ephn
157
37.44
7.8
4.65
8.95
8.788

3. Theoretical determination of electrical
parameters
3.1 Determination of d- and q-axis inductances
3.1.1 Analytical determination of d- and q-axis
inductances The expressions for d-axis and q-axis
inductances are given as [44]
3
Ld ¼Ll þ ðL1 þ L2 Þ;
2

ð13Þ

Figure 25. Waveforms from 2D FEM analysis: variations of
inductances LRR , LRY and LRB of SPM-BLDC at rated load
(LRRmax ðmHÞ ¼ 34:15; LRRmin ðmHÞ ¼ 31:13; LRYmax ðmHÞ ¼ 8:45;
LRYmin ðmHÞ ¼ 9:78).
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3.1.2 Determination of d- and q-axis inductance using
FEM software package While referring to the
inductance of any coil one can conceive of two major
quantities, namely (i) self and (ii) mutual inductances,
which represent contribution from self and mutual ﬂux
linkages, respectively. The total ﬂux linkages of different
phases of the 3-phase BLDC can be written as [44]
2
3 2
32 3
wR
LRR LRY LRB
iR
6
7 6
76 7
4 wY 5 ¼4 LYR LYY LYB 54 iY 5
wB

LBR
2

LBY

LBB

iB
3

ð17Þ

w0 cos hr
6
7
þ 4 w0 cosðhr  120o Þ 5
w0 cosðhr þ 120o Þ

where the LRR is the self inductance of R-phase coil; LRY
and LRB are the mutual inductances between R–Y phases
and R–B phases, respectively. The term w0 cos hr on the
RHS of (17) represents the ﬂux linkage of phase R due to
the PM. The other terms, similarly, correspond to Y and B
phases.
In the inductance matrix LRYB of (17)
LRR ¼Ll þ L1 þ L2 cos 2hr
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3.2 Analytical determination of resistance of stator
phase winding, Rph
Resistance/phase (Rph ) of stator winding [31] depends on
‘mt , Nph , area of conductor ac and the resistivity of copper
qcu . The calculation for determining the length of mean turn
is as follows [31]. Assuming circular overhang (simpliﬁed),
mean overhang length (‘ov ) and ‘mt of the double-layer
distributed winding can be calculated as
‘ov ¼

psc
2

‘mt ¼2ðL þ ‘ov Þ

ð20Þ
ð21Þ

where sc is the coil pitch. Using (20) and (21) and the data
provided in table 4, the ‘ov and ‘mt values are 75 and 356
mm, respectively.
q‘ N
We know that Rph ¼ mtac ph . Substitution gives
o
Nph ¼ 280,
qcu ¼ 1:75  105 X-mm
at
40
C,
2
ac ¼ 0:22 mm , ‘mt ¼ 302 mm and the DC resistance per
phase at 40 o C (ambient temperature) Rph ¼ 7:6 X. Hence,
I R
I R
the per unit resistance per phase, rp:u: ¼ phVphph  phEphph ¼ 0:7.

ð18Þ

LRY ¼LYR ¼ 0:5L1 þ L2 cos 2ðhr  120o Þ
LRB ¼LBR ¼ 0:5L1 þ L2 cos 2ðhr þ 120o Þ

ð19Þ

where Ll is the leakage inductance, hr is the angle (in
electrical radians) between the PM-rotor d-axis and RK þK
K K
phase coil axis, L1 ¼ N12 d 2 q and L2 ¼ N12 d 2 q . Here, Kd
and Kq are the d- and q-axis permeances, respectively [44].
Now, the d-axis and q-axis inductances can be deﬁned as
[44]
3
Ld ¼Ll þ ðL1 þ L2 Þ;
2
3
Lq ¼Ll þ ðL1  L2 Þ:
2

3.3 Analytical determination of fundamental phase
voltage and power factor
An SPM-BLDC motor is usually operated in the constant
torque operating mode up to its base speed to achieve
maximum torque per unit current (MTPA) [33]. It is known
that the fundamental components of phase induced emf and
phase current (here eR1 and iR1 , respectively) of an ideal
BLDC motor are co-phrasal as shown in ﬁgure 26 (for
sensor angle of zero). The corresponding phasor diagram
with respect to fundamental components is shown in ﬁgure 27. The demagnetising component of fundamental
phase current, i.e. Id1 , is set to zero and Iph1 is equal to Iq1 in

Hence,
from
(18),
LRRmax ¼ Ll þ L1 þ L2
and
LRRmin ¼ Ll þ L1  L2 . Similarly, using (19), for mutual
inductance,
LRYmax ¼ 0:5L1  L2
and
LRYmin ¼ 0:5L1 þ L2 . Hence Ll , L1 and L2 can be evaluated using maximum and minimum values of self and
mutual inductance, which can be obtained from ﬁgure 25
for the BLDC motor. Once Ll , L1 and L2 are obtained, the
Ld and Lq can be evaluated using (13) and (14) as enlisted
in table 9. The Ld value for the SPM-BLDC is 43 mH.
Table 9. Different inductances of the SPM-BLDC motor
obtained from FEM simulation
Inductances (mH)
SPM-BLDC

Ll

L1

L2

9.04

20.7

0.844

Ld
43

Lq
43

Figure 26. Ideal induced emf per phase (eR ) and phase current
(iR ) waveforms with their corresponding fundamental components
(eR1 and iR1 , respectively) for a BLDC motor in constant torque
region.
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Figure 30. Waveform from 2D FEM analysis: cogging torque of
BLDC motor for a complete electrical revolution (pk–pk value
¼ 0:3 N-m).

Figure 27. Phasor diagram of SPM-BLDC motor (with respect
to fundamental components) in constant torque region.

MTPA operation. The phasor diagram is similar to a PMSM
operated under ‘vector control mode’ [33].
Under constant torque operating mode, the fundamental
phase voltage Vph1 can be expressed as
ð22Þ
Vph1 ¼ Rph Iph1 þ Eph1 þ jXq1 Iph1
pﬃﬃ
where fundamental phase current Iph1 ¼ p6 Idc ¼ 1:33 A,
fundamental induced emf Eph1 ¼ 157\0o V (as given in
table 8), Xq1 @ 50 Hz =14 X and Rph ¼ 7:6 X.

Now, using (22), the fundamental phase voltage at rated
speed Vph1 ¼ 167:2\6:35o V and corresponding rated fundamental power factor cos /1 ¼ 0:9938.
The rated fundamental (displacement) power factor cos
/1 is on the higher side than the presumed value 0.95 as
given in section 2.1. The overall
P power factor can be found
Vn In Cosð/ Þ
active powerðPÞ
as pf ¼ apparent powerðSÞ ¼ n Vrms Irms n ¼ 0:92:

3.4 Average torque and cogging torque
P0
Here, the rated shaft torque Tshaft ¼ 2pN
¼ 560 W=157
r
60

(rad/s) ¼ 3:57 N-m. Figure 28 shows the rated phase
voltage and current of the BLDC motor whereas ﬁgure 29
shows the dynamic electromagnetic torque waveforms at
rated speed (1500 r.p.m.) under rated load (1.4 A). From
ﬁgure 29 it is observed that the developed torque (Te ) has
an average value of 3.77 N-m (with a 14% ripple), which is
slightly higher than calculated.
Cogging torque [14–17] is an important issue in case of
PM motors and hence in BLDC motors too. The presence
of slot and teeth gives rise to space harmonics in air-gap
ﬂux and hence to cogging torque in case of a PM motor. A

Figure 28. Waveforms from 2D FEM analysis: rated phase
voltage (vRN ) and current (iR ) of the BLDC motor.

Figure 29. Waveforms from 2D FEM analysis: electromagnetic
torque (Te ) at rated load current (avg. value ¼ 3:77 N-m).

Figure 31. Plot from 2D FEM analysis: core loss spatial
distributions for the BLDC motor at 1500 r.p.m.
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higher number of cycles (higher spatial frequency) of
cogging torque is preferred since cogging torque amplitude
decreases. Hence, 24 slots are chosen here to minimise the
cogging torque in the 4-pole SPM motor. In this case,
cogging cycles per mechanical revolution (CCPMR) Nco ¼
LCM (stator teeth, rotor pole) ¼ LCMð24; 4Þ ¼ 24. Thus,
cogging cycles per electrical revolution is 12. Various
cogging torque mitigation techniques are applied to BLDC
motors like skewing of rotor pole, pole magnet shifting,
tooth pairing and tooth notching, magnet edge shaping/magnet arc design, etc. Out of all these, skewing of PMrotor pole is adopted here for the ease of manufacturing
[17] and lower cost involvement. Each rotor pole is skewed
by half stator slot pitch, i.e. 4 mm, using step skewing
technique [28, 29] and the corresponding angle
o
s
hsk ¼ 0:5s
L ¼ 2:22 mech. Figure 30 shows the cogging torque of the motor for a complete 360o electrical cycle. From
ﬁgure 30 it is observed that there are 12 cycles (for a pole
pair) and the peak to peak value of cogging torque is 0.3 Nm, i.e. 8% of rated shaft torque.

3.4.1 Analytical determination of torque constant
Kt Toque constant, Kt [3] of a BLDC motor is the ratio
of Tshaft to Idc . Neglecting loss torques (i.e. Tshaft ¼ Te ),
e
we get Kt ¼ T
Idc ¼ 3:57 N-m=1:7 A ¼ 2:1 N-m/A.

3.5 Estimation of losses and efﬁciency
The major electrical losses that occur in a BLDC motor are
ohmic losses Pcu , core or iron losses Pi in the iron part and
eddy current losses in the magnets Pmag . Additionally, a
small percentage of the losses occurs as friction and
windage loss (here 15 W) at rated speed. Pi in the iron parts
can further be classiﬁed as (i) hysteresis losses, Ph and (ii)
eddy current losses, Ped so that Pi ¼ Ph þ Ped . Figure 31
shows the core loss distribution of the BLDC motor at rated
speed (1500 r.p.m.). It can be appreciated easily that in case

Figure 32. 2D FEM plot: SmCo-28 magnet eddy current loss
(Pmag ’ 2 W) for one complete mechanical cycle at rated
frequency.
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of the SPM-BLDC motor there is almost no heat generation
in the rotor iron parts. The major heat generation regions
are in the stator (mainly due to core losses and transmitted
heat due to copper losses in the coils mounted on the
stator).
We know that eddy current and hysteresis losses are
given, respectively, by [31, 45]
p2 f 2 B2max t2
W=kg
6qstl dstl
kh B1:8 xs
ph ¼ max W=kg
dstl

ped ¼

where all symbols have their usual meaning. Here f = 50 Hz
and xs ¼ 2pf ¼ 314 rad/s. Bmax ¼ 1:3 T in teeth and 1.9 T
in stator yoke, the lamination thickness t ¼ 0:5 mm, resistivity of steel qstl ¼ 0:3  106 X-m, mass density of steel
dstl ¼ 7800 kg=m3 and hysteresis loss coefﬁcient for electrical steel lamination kh ¼ 40 [45].
The iron loss in stator teeth piðteethÞ (¼ pedðteethÞ þ phðteethÞ )
is 2.432 W/kg and in stator yoke piðyokeÞ
(¼ pedðyokeÞ þ phðyokeÞ ) is 7.1 W/kg. Now, net weight of
and
stator
yoke
stator
teeth
Wteeth ¼ 1:03 kg
Wyoke ¼ 2:1 kg. Hence, net iron loss in stator is Pi ¼ Wteeth
piðteethÞ þ piðyokeÞ Wyoke ¼ 17 W.
From ﬁgure 32 the eddy current loss of magnet [30],
Pmag , is equal to 2 W. Here, the electrical conductivity of
Sm2 Co17 magnet is 1,111,111 S/m. To reduce the eddy
current losses in PM, each rotor pole of 103 mm length has
been fabricated with segmented SmCo magnet units of 12.5
mm axial length.
2
Rph ¼ 49 W and frictional and windage
Also Pcu ¼ 3Irated
losses are Pfw ¼ 15 W, giving us total loss
Ploss ¼ Pi þ Pcu þ Pmag þ Pfw ’ 80 W.
Thus, the efﬁciency at rated load with rated speed is
g¼

Po
’ 87:5%:
Ploss þ P o

This agrees well with the presumed value of efﬁciency
(85%) with which design calculations were initiated.
The efﬁciency map along with torque–speed characteristics for the BLDC motor is shown in ﬁgure 33. From the
efﬁciency map, it is found that with rated torque (3.65 N-m)
at low speed (say 500 r.p.m.) the efﬁciency of the BLDC is
around 74%. The efﬁciency zone or contour is highlighted
by different colour shades in the efﬁciency map (torque vs
speed vs efﬁciency). The efﬁciency contours appear in
different shades of red and other colours with appropriate
deﬁnition/legend of the colour values (efﬁciency) on the
right vertical bar. The highest efﬁciency is for the innermost contour and is about 85%, which is quite high for such
a low power rating.
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heat dissipated from those end surfaces of the stator is
k3 ¼ 0:0105
0:03 ¼ 0:35 W/K. Therefore, the maximum average
temperature within the innermost parts of the stator core
(usually
the
windings
within
the
slots)
Ploss
o
MTmax ¼ k1 þk
¼
37
C.
Thus
the
maximum
temperature
2 þk3
rise of the stator alone (winding section mainly) is 77 o C,
taking ambient temperature as 40 o C. From the 2D FEM
simulation plots shown in ﬁgure 34, the temperature of the
winding section of the BLDC motor is 74 o C, which is very
close to the analytically calculated value of 77 o C.

4.2 Steady state thermal analysis using FEM
software
Figure 33. Efﬁciency map along with electro-magnetic torque vs
speed characteristic for the 0.75-hp SPM-BLDC motor as obtained
from 2D FEM analysis.

For an isotropic medium, the equations governing steady state
heat transfer and the boundary conditions are given as [47]
rðkMTÞ ¼Q

oT 
¼0
on^ S

oT 
k  ¼hðTf  Tfluid Þ
on^ S

4. Thermal analysis
Thermal analysis [46] and possible re-design (and re-evaluation of performance) is a very important aspect of
machine design, especially for those machines having high
power density. In case of a BLDC motor, excessive temperature rise may cause thermal demagnetisation of PM in
addition to thermal damage of the winding insulation.

4.1 Analytical determination of temperature rise
The BLDC motor is designed to have natural cooling. The
conventional analytical procedure presented in [31] is used
here to determine the temperature proﬁle of the stator, as the
stator (housing the windings having copper losses and laminations incurring core losses) of the BLDC motor is the major
heat generation zone and all the heat transfer occurs from
motor interior heat sources to the ambient through the stator
body and housing predominantly. Using the data enlisted in
table 2 and cooling coefﬁcients provided in [31, 32] the stator
temperature rise has been duly determined.
The area of the outer cylindrical surface of stator is
astatcyl ¼ pDos L ¼ 0:0333 m2 , and the cooling coefﬁcient
of the outer surface of stator core c1 ¼ 0:03. Hence, the
heat dissipated from the stator core outer periphery is
k1 ¼ 0:0333
0:03 ¼ 1:11 W/K.
Now, the inner cylindrical surface of the stator has
pDL ¼ 0:0202 m2 and peripheral air speed is
r
va ¼ pD N
60 ¼ 4:9 m/s. The cooling coefﬁcient of the inner
0:03
¼ 0:0268. Hence, the
surface of stator core is c2 ¼ 1þ0:1v
a
heat dissipated from the inner surface of stator core is
k2 ¼ 0:0202
0:0268 ¼ 0:753 W/K.
Again, total cooling area of the end circular surfaces of
the stator is given by 2 p4 ðD2os  Dis 2 Þ ¼ 0:01 m2 and the
corresponding cooling coefﬁcient is c3 ¼ 0:03. Hence, the

ð23Þ
ð24Þ
ð25Þ

where k, thermal conductivity (W/mK), Tf , final temperature (o C), Q, generated heat per unit volume (W/
^ the unit normal vector , k, heat transfer coefm3 ), n,
ﬁcient and Tfluid , the fluid temperature (temperature of
coolant). The heat sources causing the temperature rise of the
motor originate in all the losses as discussed earlier.
Based on (23), (24) and (25), the steady state thermal
model of the motor has been developed. Table 10 shows
the values of thermal conductivity (k) of different materials
used in the motor.
Now, the heat transfer coefﬁcient (h) of the contact
surface between rotor/stator and air gap is as follows [48]:
ð0:67Þ

h¼

6:6 vr
 104
105 lð0:33Þ
g

ð26Þ

Table 10. Thermal property of different items of the BLDC
motor [48].

Geometry
Stator core
Rotor core
Winding
insulation
Coil
Magnet
Housing
Shaft

Material

Thermal conductivity
k (W/m/K)

M45 silicon steel lamination
M45 silicon steel lamination
Nomex 410 ? varnish

45
45
0.12

Stranded Cu-wire
SmCo (grade-S28)
Cast iron
Stainless steel

380
10
83
40
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Figure 34. Plot from 2D FEM analysis: steady state temperature
proﬁle of different elements of BLDC motor at 1500 r.p.m. with
rated load.

where
vr ¼

pDNr
:
60

ð27Þ
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Here, vr , peripheral speed of the rotor, lg ¼ 1 mm,
D ¼ 60:6 mm and Nr ¼ 1500 r.p.m. (rated). Using (26)
and (27), the heat transfer coefﬁcient of the contact
surfaces between rotor/stator and air gap (h) is found to
be 87 W/m2 K and the heat transfer coefﬁcient of the
contact surfaces between motor housing to outer air is
5 W/m2 K.
Using thermal conductivity values of different components of the motor (as enlisted in table 10), heat
transfer coefﬁcient (h) of air gap to rotor surface, motor
body to outside air and power loss in different components of the motor (Ploss ), the steady state thermal analysis has been done. Figure 34 shows the 2D steady state
thermal model (FEM) of the BLDC motor and temperature proﬁle of the critical items of the BLDC motor. The
values are listed in table 11. The ambient temperature is
taken as 40 o C and natural air cooling technique is used
here. From ﬁgure 34, it is observed that the winding
temperature is nearly 74 o C and magnet temperature is
nearly 42 o C with rated load at 1500 r.p.m. The thermal
plot ensures that the temperature of magnet will remain
always below 100 o C and thermal demagnetisation of PM
will be within designed limits.

Figure 35. Fabrication of 0.75-hp, 400-V (DC-link) 1500-r.p.m. BLDC motor.
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Table 11. Temperature distribution of different components of
the BLDC motor (as shown in ﬁgure 34).
Item
Winding
Stator core
Magnet
Rotor core

Temperature (o C)
74
53
42
41

the IMs because of higher value of air-gap ﬂux density.
Accordingly the power factor is also much lower for IMs
(magnetising current drawn from stator supply), justifying the claim that running energy costs are much lower
for the BLDC machine. The weight saving is also signiﬁcant. Only the initial expenditure is on a much higher
side for the BLDC motor and there are precautions to be
taken against PM demagnetisation too.

6. BLDC motor fabrication
5. Comparative study

6.1 Fabrication details

A 0.75-hp, 1500-r.p.m., 4-pole, 3-phase squirrel cage
(SQ) IM has also been designed with the same stator
lamination as has been used for the BLDC motor design
following standard procedures [31]. Along with this a
0.75-hp, 1500-r.p.m., 1-phase IM also has been designed
[32]. The design steps, being well known, are not presented [31]. Table 12 shows comparative data of 0.75-hp
BLDC motor vis-a-vis the IMs of the same rating (3phase and 1-phase), using standard FEM software packages. It may be appreciated that, since the IM draws its
magnetisation from the supply, the gap ﬂux density
cannot be raised much and also air-gap ﬂux density is far
less with respect to that of the BLDC motor. The peak
ﬂux density and saturation level in the stator core are
much higher in case of the BLDC motor compared with

The length of the stator of BLDC motor is 103 mm
and outer diameter of stator is 103 mm also. Figure 35(a) shows the fabricated stator of the 0.75-hp,
4-pole BLDC motor. Figure 35(b) shows the photograph of fabricated rotor with imported SmCo PM.
The length of the fabricated rotor is kept a little longer
at 115 mm to enable Hall position sensing. The rotor is
skewed by 0.5 stator slot pitch, i.e. 2 mm. Each pole
of the rotor is axially made of 9 smaller units of Sm–
Co segmented magnets (ﬁgures 7 and 35(b)) of 0.5inch length and 3-mm thickness. The PMs were ﬁxed
to the rotor with an adhesive (Araldite). A single long
magnet is costly, causes larger eddy current losses and
may
cause
replacement
problems
during
repair/maintenance.

Table 12. Comparison table among thedesigned 3-phase BLDC, 3-phase IM and 1-phase IM of similar nominal ratings.
Criterion
Output power
Line–line voltage VL
Bore dia D
Eff. air-gap length lg
No. of conductors per slot
Air-gap ﬂux density (avg.)
Peak ﬂux density at stator core
Length of machine
Rated fundamental power factor
Efﬁciency
Weight (without housing)
Rated speed
Torque to weight ratio
Output power to weight ratio
Ampere conductor loading
Armature current density
Cooling type
Temperature rise
Dynamic response

BLDC
0.75 hp
285 V
62.6 mm
1 mm
70
0.65 T
1.9 T
102 mm
0.95
86%
5.5 kg
1500 r.p.m.
0.65 N-m/kg
0.15 hp/kg
11.54 A/mm
6 A/mm2
Natural (air)
35 o C
Faster (200 ms)

3-ph IM
0.75 hp
415 V
62.6 mm
0.5 mm
120
0.46 T
1.5 T
190 mm
0.8
72%
10.28 kg
1420 r.p.m.
0.365 N-m/kg
0.073 hp/kg
20.6 A/mm
7 A/mm2
Forced air (TEFC)
50 o C
Slower (2 s)

1-ph IM
0.75 hp
230 V
62.6 mm
0.4 mm
main: 114, aux.: 160
0.43 T
1.48 T
295 mm
0.66
62%
16 kg
1380 r.p.m.
0.222 N-m/kg
0.047 hp/kg
23.1 A/mm
7 A/mm2
Forced air (TEFC)
50 o C
Slower (3.5 s)
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6.2 Hall position sensor assembly
To run the BLDC motor, rotor position feedback is essential [7]. In this machine, rotor position feedback signals
have been generated using a bipolar Hall-effect digital
position sensor (SS411P) that operates by sensing the
direction of magnetic ﬂux. Three such Hall sensors have
been used for position sensing.The inner diameter for
position Hall sensor PCB is selected as 60.6 mm. The PCB
has a thickness of 15 mm (less than stator width 20 mm)
with an arc of 210o mech. Figure 36 shows the geometric
shape and disposition of Hall sensor PCB. The angle
between adjacent Hall position sensors is 120o elect, i.e.
60o mech. For placing 3 Hall sensors, the total arc required
is 2  60o mech ¼ 120o mech. Placement of Hall sensor
PCB should be such that positive going edge of Hall sensor
1 output pulses (here the ﬁrst one staring from the left end
of the PCB in ﬁgure 36) gets synchronized with the positive
zero going crossing of eRY voltage waveform.

Figure 38. Phase induced emf of the 0.75-hp, 4-pole,
1500-r.p.m., 400-V (DC-link) BLDC motor prototype.

Figure 36. Hall sensor ﬁxing arrangement for 0.75-hp, 4-pole
BLDC motor.

for observing waveforms of quantities like induced emf
waveform etc. (for veriﬁcation against designed or analytically predicted values/waveforms) etc., (ii) tests for evaluation of parameters like Ld , Lq and (iii) load tests on the
fabricated motor.

7.1 Veriﬁcation of phase of emf waveform
with Hall sensor pulses

Figure 37. Experimental results: induced emf per phase (Eph ) vs
speed (N r ) plot of the fabricated 0.75-hp SPM-BLDC motor
prototype.

7. Testing of BLDC motor
The BLDC machine thus fabricated and assembled was
next tested through direct practical tests. The experiments
conducted are of three categories, viz. (i) elementary tests

The fabricated 0.75-hp BLDC has been driven as a generator at rated speed by means of a prime mover (coupled
separated excited DC machine run as a motor). The
experimental results of induced emf per phase vs. speed plot
are shown in ﬁgure 37. Figure 38(a) shows the FEM plot of
phase induced emf (peak 200 V, frequency 50 Hz) at rated
speed while ﬁgure 38(b) shows experimental waveform of
the phase induced emf (rms 160 V, peak 200 V and frequency 50 Hz) in the generating mode at 1500 r.p.m. Figure 39 shows the phase induced emf eR (peak 100V) and
line–line induced emf eRY (peak 200 V) at 750 r.p.m., i.e.
25-Hz frequency. As the winding of this fabricated BLDC
motor is connected in ‘Y’ conﬁguration, the 3rd harmonic
component of phase induced emf, being co-phasal, does not
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Figure 40 shows position Hall sensor output at a lower
speed of 750 r.p.m., i.e. 25-Hz frequency. From the ﬁgure,
it is clear that the sensor pulses are nearly 120o e apart.
Figure 41 shows the eRY waveform and position sensor 1
output pulse. The positive zero crossings of eRY and sensor
1 output are matched.

7.2 Experimental determination of machine
parameters
7.2.1 Phase resistance determination The phase
Figure 39. Experimental waveforms of eRY (red) (50 V/div) and
eR (blue) (50 V/div) for the BLDC prototype at 750 r.p.m.

resistance of the SPM-BLDC motor has been measured
by applying a DC voltage across each phase winding at
rated current. The DC resistance per phase Rph is found to
be 7.5 X.

7.2.2 Determination of machine inductances From
generalised machine theory [44] and using (17), total ﬂux
linkage of phase R can be written as follows:
wR ¼ðLl þ L1 þ L2 cos 2hr ÞiR


L1
o
þ  þ L2 cos 2ðhr  60 Þ iY
2


L1
o
þ  þ L2 cos 2ðhr þ 60 Þ iB þ w0 cos hr :
2
ð28Þ

Figure 40. Experimental waveforms of position Hall sensor
output pulses (H1  H3 ) for 0.75-hp, 4-pole BLDC motor
observed at 750 r.p.m.

The experimental measurements of inductances [49, 50]
have been done by the following methods. Figure 42 shows
a schematic diagram for experimental determination of
inductances of the fabricated BLDC motor prototype.
1. Case A: First, a small DC voltage (5–6 V) is applied to
align the rotor d-axis (i.e. hr ¼ 0o ) with the stator phase-R
axis (and this position is marked). With the rotor in this
position a single-phase 50-Hz AC (10–12 V) is next
applied to phase R and iR is measured (rotor is stationary).
In this condition hr ¼ 0, iY ¼ 0, iB ¼ 0. Now, using (28),
the R-phase voltage can be expressed as
dwR
dt
¼Rph iR þ ðj2pf ÞðLl þ L1 þ L2 ÞiR :

vRN ¼Rph iR þ

Figure 41. Experimental waveform of line–line induced emf
waveform (eRY ) and Hall sensor pulse output (H1 ) for 0.75-hp,
4-pole BLDC motor at 750 r.p.m. (CH1 gain: 100 V/div; CH2
gain: 5 V/div).

appear in the line–line induced emf (eRY ). Hence, line–line
induced emf (eRY ) is more sinusoidal w.r.t. the phase
induced emf (eR ).

Figure 42. Circuit diagram for experimental determination of
inductance [49].
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From experiments, we found VRN ¼ 11 V and I R = 0.9
A. Replacing values, we get, Ll þ L1 þ L2 = 30.95 mH.
2. Case B: An AC supply is now applied to phase Y with the
rotor in the previous rotor position (hr ¼ 0). The phase-Y
current and the open circuit voltage across phase R (vRN )
are measured. Now, hr ¼ 0o , iR ¼ 0 and iB ¼ 0. Using
(28), the R-phase voltage can be expressed as


dw
L1 þ L2
vRN ¼ R ¼ ðj2pf Þ 
iY :
dt
2
From experiments we found that VYN ¼ 11 V, IY ¼ 0:9
A and VRN ¼ 3:1 V, so that ðL1 þ L2 Þ ¼ 21:92 mH.
3. Case C: A small DC voltage is applied to phase B, so
that the rotor d-axis gets aligned with stator phase-B axis
(i.e. hr ¼ 120o ). Next, an AC voltage from a variac is
applied to phase B. The open circuit voltage of phase R
and the phase-B current are noted. Under this condition,
xr = 0, hr ¼ 120o , iR =0 and iY = 0. Now, using (28), Rphase voltage can be expressed as


dw
L1
vRN ¼ R ¼ ðj2pf Þ  þ L2 iB :
dt
2
From experiments, VRN = 11 V, IB ¼ 0:9 A and
VRN ¼ 3:46 V. Hence, ð0:5L1 þ L2 Þ ¼ 10:96 mH.
From these 3 cases, we ﬁnd Ll ¼ 9:04 mH; L1 ¼ 20:7 mH
Hence
L d ¼ Lq ¼ Ll þ
and
L2 ¼ 0:8466 mH.
3
2 ðL1 þ L2 Þ ¼ 42:5 mH, which is close to the earlier
mentioned estimated inductance value of 43.23 mH using
2D FEM analysis and analytical calculations.
A comparison of calculated, simulated and experimentally determined values of machine parameters of the fabricated BLDC is given in table 13. There is a very good
mutual agreement between the results, which upholds the
accuracy of calculations as also the precision of fabrication
and experiments.
Next, table 14 shows a comparison between the fabricated 0.75-hp, 1500-r.p.m. BLDC motor and the commercially available 3-phase and 1-phase SQ IMs of similar
rating. In table 14, the ‘electrical weight’ of the machine is
the weight of the stator, rotor, windings and shaft of the
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machine (without the stator housing and end-plates, etc.)
i.e. all the parts obtained through electrical design to produce rotation and torque. The weight of the structural
members like stator housing, end-plates, etc. is not included
in ‘electrical’ or ‘effective weight’. The ‘total’ or ‘net’
weight is gross weight of the machine including stator
housing, end-plates, bearing, etc. From table 14, it is clear
that the ‘effective’ power density and toque density are
much higher for BLDC motor compared with 3-phase and
1-phase IMs of similar ratings. The ‘net’ power and torque
density are not comparatively that high (unlike the ‘effective’ power and torque density) because of the inclusion of
the weight of stator housing and other parts like end-plates,
etc. of the fabricated BLDC motor that are made of available bulky cast iron material (to reduce cost and time
involvement). If we use light (aluminium and antimony
based) weight housing or shell, as per state-of-the-art
technology, the net weight of the machine will reduce
further (nearly by 20–30%), i.e. net power and torque
density will also increase.
An important point needs to be made here, which is a
signiﬁcant fall-out of this investigation. The efﬁciency of
the designed BLDC motor can be increased more (greater
than rated efﬁciency of 85% at this power level with same
low cost electrical steel lamination, e.g. M45, as used in
commercial IMs) by reducing the stator iron losses. It can
be achieved through the reduction in stator yoke peak ﬂux
density. The yoke peak ﬂux density (as shown in ﬁgure 14)
and hence the saturation level can be reduced by increasing
the stator yoke depth a little from the existing dimensions
keeping the stator OD and ID same (table 2). As the copper
ﬁll factor (kcu ) of present design of the BLDC motor is 0.3
(as given in table 4), it can be increased up to the limiting
value (0.4) by reducing the slot area. This, in turn, increases
the stator yoke depth and also increases the efﬁciency of the
motor eventually.

Table 13. 0.75-hp SPM-BLDC: parameter details.

Parameter
Ra(ohm)/ph (DC)
Ld (mH)
Lq (mH)
EMF constant KeðphÞ
(Eph =Nr ) (V/1000
r.p.m.)
Torque constant Kt
Tshaft
(Idrated
) (N-m/A)

Estimated
values
(calculations)

Analytical
values (using
FEM)

Expt.
values

7.6
44
44
107

7.55
43
43
109

7.5
42.5
42.5
108

2.1

2.15

2.09

Figure 43. Sectional view of a segment of stator lamination
(black line for existing lamination and dashed red lines in the slot
represent slot geometry for the proposed stamping).
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Table 14. Comparison between fabricated 0.75-hp, 1500-r.p.m.
BLDC motor and commercially available 3-phase and 1-phase SQ
induction motor [25, 26] of same nominal rating.

Items
Electrical weight (kg)
Total weight (kg)
(including housing)
Effective power density
(W/kg)
Net power density (W/
kg)
Effective torque density
(N-m/kg)
Net torque density (Nm/kg)
Rotor GD2 (kg-m2 )
Efﬁciency (%)
No-load current (A)

Available
1-ph IM

Table 15. Load test result of 0.75-hp BLDC motor at rated
speed.
Sl.
no.

Designed
BLDC

Available
3-ph IM

5.5
10.7

10
16.4

15
24

2

100

55

37.33

3

52.5

33.5

23.33

4

0.65

0.36

0.24

5

0.336

0.219

0.154

0.004
85
0.1

0.0064
72
1.2

0.008
64
3

Figure 44. Schematic diagram for load testing of the fabricated
BLDC motor with closed loop control.

Figure 43 shows the diagram of a segment of the modiﬁed stator lamination over the existing one, depicting the
implications of the earlier discussion. The lamination’s
tooth height is reduced by 1.5 mm. For the lamination with
modiﬁed slot dimensions, the peak ﬂux density of stator
yoke portion will be 1.65 T and copper ﬁll factor (kcu ) will
be 0.4. The maximum efﬁciency can then be obtained to be
around 89–90% at rated load (0.75 hp) with the same base
speed (1500 r.p.m.). This helps in reduction of production
cost as rotor production line alone needs to be changed for
BLDC motor mass production with an existing production
line. The manufacturer can use same low-cost electrical
steel laminations (e.g. M45 and M43) as used in commercial fractional-hp IMs instead of using high-grade electrical
steel lamination (e.g. M19 and M13), which are commonly

1

Vll

Il

N (r.p.m.)

Pin

Pout

280
V
282
V
284
V
286
V
287
V

0.5
A
0.8
A
1.1
A
1.3
A
1.4
A

1498

227
W
370
W
520
W
609
W
675
W

164
W
274
W
394
W
474
W
565
W

1497
1497
1496
1495

Load
(%)
31.25

g
(%)
72.3

50

74

75

75.6

87.5

77.8

100

84

used in high-power BLDC or PMSM motor. This point is
worthy of observation by both researchers and manufacturers who may not have the infrastructure, time or capital
to change the entire production line. This holds for most
developing nations (e.g. India).

Figure 45. Experimental results: efﬁciency(%) vs load(%) plot
of the 0.75-hp fabricated BLDC motor prototype.

Figure 46. Experimental waveforms of phase current (iR and iY )
(CH1 and CH2 gains: 1 V/A).
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7.3 Load test on the fabricated BLDC motor in CL
Load tests of the fabricated 0.75-hp BLDC motor have been
done in the CL control mode. Figure 44 shows a schematic
diagram for CL running of the BLDC motor. The CL speed
control scheme implements a usual two-loop control strategy. The outer loop is PI-controller-based speed control
loop while the inner loop is a current control loop based on
hysteresis control. The response of speed control loop is
much slower than that of the inner current loop. The
detailed design of the controllers for CL drive implementation using this motor is given in [51]. Table 15 shows the
load test results with 400-V inverter DC-link voltage and
1500-r.p.m. reference speed. In table 15, Vll is the line
voltage, Il is the line current, N is the motor speed, Pin is the
input power and Pout is the output power of the BLDC
motor. From the experimental results it is observed that the
maximum efﬁciency achieved during on-load testing is
84%, which is marginally lower than the efﬁciency value
computed from FEM analysis (in % as shown in ﬁgure 33).
Figure 47 shows the efﬁciency vs. percentage load plot as
obtained during the load test at rated speed which closely
agrees with the efﬁciency map of the motor (ﬁgure 33).

Figure 47. Experimental waveforms of phase voltage (vRN ) and
phase current (iR ) (CH1 gain: 100; CH2 gain: 1 V/A).

Figure 48. Test set-up for the BLDC motor.
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The experimental waveforms of the load tests are
given in ﬁgures 45 and 46. Figure 45 shows the waveforms of phase currents (iR &iY ) in CL mode at 49.8 Hz
frequency (corresponds to 1495 r.p.m) having RMS value
of 1.4 A (rated current) and a peak value of 1.8 A. Figure 45 shows the experimental waveform of phase voltage (vRN , 167 V rms) and phase current (iR ) at 1495 r.p.m.
speed.
Figure 48 shows the experimental set-up for testing of
the 0.75-hp BLDC motor. A 500-W, 220-V, 1500-r.p.m.
DC generator is coupled with the fabricated BLDC motor,
which acts as a load of the motor. An FPGA-based digital
processor along with an inverter stack has been used. The
experimental results and analytically calculated values are
in excellent agreement.

8. Conclusions
In this paper the design, analysis, fabrication and testing of
a 0.75-hp, 4-pole, 1500-r.p.m., 400-V (DC-link) SPMBLDC motor, having full-pitched distributed windings,
have been presented. The motor is fed from an IGBT-based
3-phase inverter stack controlled using an FPGA-based
digital controller platform. The design starts with the
dimensions of an available stator lamination mostly used by
small and medium scale manufacturers for commercial IMs
and the initial speciﬁcations. The rest of the design has been
recast to adapt to the existing dimensions of those available
(standard) motors.
As far as analysis is concerned, it has been established
here that whether one adopts the established method of
analysis of the BLDC machine as a DC machine, with two
phases carrying the same current at any instant, or as a
3-phase synchronous machine (with PM ﬁeld) with sinusoidal currents (of magnitude equal to the fundamental
sinusoid of the Fourier expansion of the actual 120-degree
quasi-square currents) ﬂowing in the windings, the results
are similar. The practicality of such an approach, as different from the industrial practitioners’ belief in only a DC
explanation being suitable, is thus established beyond
doubt. This is also validated using FEM simulation.
The prototype motor has been next fabricated, at the
works of a local motor manufacturing company. During
fabrication, available IM laminations have been used. The
volume of magnet per pole (made of SmCo grade S28
segmented PMs) is chosen appropriately so that the desired
performance is obtained with minimum volume of magnet
at rated speed, as also de-magnetisation during over-load
conditions or due to thermal causes is prevented. Skewing
of rotor poles has been adopted. Brief thermal analysis and
calculations have been presented. Segmenting of magnets
helps motor manufacturing, magnet procuring and also
reduces the losses in the magnets. The conventional design
and parameter evaluation calculations have been veriﬁed
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with the help of standard FEM software (ANSYS-MAXWELL) packages. The approach adopted here may be
considered as both novel in literature and useful to both the
industry and researchers in electrical machines and drives.
The fabricated motor is coupled with a 500-W, 1500r.p.m. DC generator, which acts as the load of the motor.
The BLDC machine has been ﬁrst tested in generating
mode under open circuit condition to evaluate Eph and emf
constant KeðphÞ . The detailed electrical parameters of the
fabricated motor have been evaluated experimentally.
There is a very good agreement between the analytically
predicted machine parameters and experimentally determined values.
Preliminary tests on open loop have been ﬁrst conducted
to determine emf vs speed, waveforms on no-load, etc.
Detailed load tests of the motor have also been conducted
in CL control mode at the rated speed with rated load. The
maximum efﬁciency achieved during load tests is 84%,
which is close to the predicted value of 85%.
It is thus found from this study that the designed BLDC
motor offers more power and torque densities and efﬁciency compared with commercially available 3-phase and
1-phase IMs having same nominal ratings. Finally, to
enhance efﬁciency even further, a minor alteration in the
slot dimension of the stator lamination has been proposed
for the BLDC motor with unchanged lamination material,
slot numbers, outer diameter, bore and tooth dimensions as
those for the existing lamination. Calculations show that
this modiﬁed machine can attain up to 90% efﬁciency
without the need for using higher grade costly laminations.
One may therefore conclude that a BLDC machine with
better performance may be fabricated using existing
induction machine stator lamination. This will help the
electrical machines manufacturers who may not have sufﬁcient infrastructure or capital to change the entire production line for the sake of BLDC machine production and
can produce both IM and BLDC motor stator stampings
using the same production line. This may be considered as
another major contribution of this work, which is foreseen
to affect technology adoption readiness in favour of BLDC
machines.
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List of Symbols
rated output power of the motor, in hp.
P0 ,
input volt-ampere of the motor, in VA.
Sin ,
DC input voltage, in V.
Vdc ,
DC input current, in A.
Idc ,
rated speed of the motor, in r.p.m.
Nr ,
synchronous speed of the motor, in r.p.s.
ns ,
number of pole pairs.
p,
electrical frequency, in Hz.
f,
efﬁciency of the motor.
g,
number of slots per pole per phase (SPP).
q,
bore diameter of the motor, in mm.
D,
stack length of the motor, in mm.
L,
speciﬁc magnetic loading, in T.
Bav ,
speciﬁc electrical loading, in A/m.
ac ,
back emf (as seen from inverter DC side), in
Eb ,
V.
induced emf per phase (rms), in V.
Eph ,
phase current (rms), in A.
Iph ,
winding factor.
kw ,
distribution factor.
kd ,
pitch
factor.
kp ,
skew factor.
ksk ,
copper ﬁll factor of a slot.
kcu ,
number of turns per phase.
Nph ,
number of turns per slot.
Nt ,
length of mean turn, in mm.
‘mt ,
effective air-gap length, in mm.
lg ,
thickness
of the magnet, in mm.
lm ,
permeance coefﬁcient of magnet.
PC ,
remanence ﬂux density of magnet, in T.
Br ,
coercivity of magnet, in kA/m.
Hc ,
resistance per phase, in X.
Rph ,
d- and q-axis inductances, respectively, in
Ld and Lq
mH.
,
Xd and
d- and q-axis reactances, respectively, in X.
Xq ,
rotor position in electrical rads.
hr ,
rated shaft torque, in N-m.
Tshaft ,
temperature of different parts of the motor, in
T,
o
C.
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